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Executive summary
In order to facilitate modal shift from road to rail, as set out in the European
Commission’s White Paper on Transport, the rail freight sector faces the challenge of
providing the capacity for affordable and attractive services. The complexity of the
European rail sector hampers the development of such services. Smart-Rail intends to
define, implement and monitor new shipper-oriented rail freight concepts improving the
competitive position of the rail sector through a Living Lab approach.
This Work Package aims to improve flexibility and reliability of rail transport in cases of
(un)expected disruptions on the rail network in the Rhine-Alpine Corridor, with particular
focus on German-Dutch border crossings. It proceeds with describing the methodology
used, followed by detailed problem analysis and identification of relevant measures for
improving reliability and flexibility of rail transport in cases of disruptions.
Problems pertaining to the entirety of the rail network – or global issues – are
competition from other modes, environmental costs, currently increasing delays and
decreasing reliability, increasing costs and differences in definitions between Germany
and the Netherlands. In analyzing issues of local scale, this Work Package focusses on
German-Dutch border crossings. Here, problems are differences in electrification and
safety systems, lack of communication, collaboration and data sharing between
infrastructure managers, as well as limited flexibility and capacity, inefficient resource
utilization and low priority being given to cross-border traffic.
Three main measures for improvement are identified:
•

•
•

First, and most importantly, data exchange, data analytics and data use for
smart applications in the logistic chain are widely seen as promising.
However, stakeholders are ambivalent as to which particular data should be
exchanged and for which logistic activity.
Second, stakeholders are especially interested in whether alternative ways of
planning train paths would be more flexible and efficient and what is necessary
to realize this.
Third, Smart-Rail will look into the development, preparation and use of preidentified alternatives in cases of disruptions.

As it has highest priority with the stakeholders, the Living Lab will focus on the first
measure.
Regarding the first measure, the required parameters are identified by analyzing the
different roles and interactions of the stakeholders. Having collected the respective data,
a smart application will be employed to make them accessible to users. Among the
possibilities for data usability during the Living Lab implementation are:
•
•
•

The performance of rail freight services between Rotterdam-Duisburg/Neuss.
The hub concept terminal Rotterdam for exchange of containers, and
The pre-defined paths for short term slot allocation in Germany.

The second measure, concerning alternative ways of planning train paths, hinges on
improved communication between Infrastructure Managers. To this end, Smart-Rail will
deploy a communication toolbox for tackling the differences in definitions and will
employ means to support the corridor governance.
The third measure, regarding pre-identified alternatives, will focus on the process to
create such procedures. Infrastructure Managers may consider possible causes of
disruptions and their probabilities, whereas rail users may evaluate alternative routes
and related communication towards customers.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Objectives of Smart-Rail
Modal shift from road to the rail sector, mentioned in the White Paper on Transport [1]
as well as other European and national policy papers, faces the challenge of providing
the capacity for affordable and attractive services. The current European rail freight
market is a complex system involving a great number of public and private
stakeholders, such as infrastructure managers, rail operators, terminal operators and
freight forwarders who jointly manage the operation of running trains from A to B. This
complexity in the rail sector hampers the development of efficient and competitive rail
freight services. Smart-Rail intends to contribute to the European policy targets by
defining, implementing and monitoring new shipper-oriented rail freight concepts
improving the competitive position of the rail sector in the Rhine-Alpine Corridor. In line
with the Living Lab approach, the activities will start with simple measures and in next
steps these will be more complex and cover a wider scope. Therefore, instead of
analyzing the full Rhine- Alpine corridor, in a first step, we focus on a part of this
corridor: Rotterdam – Ruhr Area in Germany. In addition, the Smart-Rail project is
aligned to the objectives of SHIFT²RAIL1 and its results will be used, in further, in this
programme.
More specifically, the objectives of Smart-Rail are:
-

-

to contribute to a mental shift of the rail sector toward a client and supply chain
-oriented focus;
to develop working business models for cooperation of different stakeholders;
to develop a methodology and architecture for exchange of data/information
required for the optimisation process, between stakeholders, making use of
existing initiatives where available (for instance the European Corridor
Management and national logistical information centres;
to establish three Living Labs that each focus on different aspects and markets
and develop tools, methodologies and concepts. The purpose of the Living Labs2
is to test, monitor and improve the innovative measures in real life conditions.
Specific and more dedicated business models, information systems and new rail
services will also be tested.

Central point of this Work Package is to improve flexibility and reliability in rail freight
transport at competitive prices in line with the needs of the clients (shippers, logistic
service providers) as in case of (un)expected disruptions on the rail network. Such
improvement of the service, might agitate modal shift from road to rail.
Seven separate tasks are defined in the Description of Work (DoW) document to
structure the work:
1. Problem analysis and the selection of relevant measures. In this step background
information of the current situation will be described. In addition measures will be
selected and designed. The focus of this task is to outline the first design of the
selected measures.

1

SHIFT2RAIL is a rail joint technology initiative focussed on turning research and innovation
(R&I) actions to market-driven solutions and accelerating the integration of new and advanced
technologies into innovative rail product solutions (http://www.shift2rail.org/).

2

A Living Lab or Continuous Improvement Track is a test environment for the cyclical
development and evaluation of complex, innovative concepts and technology, as part of a real
world, operational system, in which multiple stakeholders with different backgrounds and
interests work together towards a common goal, as part of medium to long-term study.
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2. Potential impact of measures for different stakeholders; This task will present the
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) used to monitor the impact of the measures on
the corridor. A tool will be developed to show the quantitative impact in a fast and
user friendly way. The tool in combination with stakeholder sessions will be used
to raise awareness of and support for the implementation.
3. Information exchange for necessary level of transparency; In this task, the
necessary data transparency to improve flexibility and reliability will be analysed.
In addition, the willingness to share data will be discussed with stakeholders.
4. Alignment of value case for involved stakeholders that is needed for cooperation;
Task 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 will be consulted to determine business cases for measures
and for different types of stakeholders on the Rail Freight Corridor.
5. Implementation of measures and design of monitoring approach; Results from all
previous tasks will be implemented in a living lab environment. Within this Living
Lab, continuous improvement will be monitored via a plan, do, check & act cycle,
using the KPIs as identified in task 8.2.
6. Monitoring and adjustment of measures; The monitoring approach as developed
will be used to continuously improve the measures taken on the corridor.
Furthermore, additional measures might be implemented in this phase of the
project.
7. Conclusion and recommendations; A final assessment of the results in this Living
Lab is made. Furthermore, recommendations will be made to ensure durability of
the living lab and the replicability of the impact on other Rail Freight Corridors.

1.2 Task 8.1 objectives
To achieve a necessary modal shift from road to rail, this deliverable focusses on
identifying the problems related to planned and unplanned disruptions, specifically on
problems that could be addressed within the scope of Living Lab 3 - reliability in case of
(un)expected disruptions on the rail network.
The rail sector involves multiple stakeholders with different perceptions, objectives and
resources. Whereas a part of these stakeholders is jointly involved (directly or indirectly)
in the operation of running a train from point A to point B, another part of the chain is
the logistics (e.g. the shipper or their logistics service providers) whose needs and
service requirements are different from the train operation. Meeting these service
aspects would reinforce the rail sector leading to additional rail demand flows. These
service aspects concern:
•
•
•
•
•

Reliability: Reduction of delayed freight through better coordination between
stakeholders both within the rail sector and from other modes;
Lead time: Reduction of waiting times along the routes by better coordination
between different stakeholders (for example terminal connectivity and time slot
exchange);
Costs: Decrease of total shipment costs for freight switching from road to rail
transport;
Flexibility: Establish protocols for last minute switching between modes.
Implementation of protocols in operators and logistics service providers;
Visibility: Real-time information on the status of the order of rail freight along
the corridor. This includes insight of possible delays and best alternative options in
such cases.

The primary focus of Task 8.1 ‘problem analysis and the selection of relevant measures’
is to identify the relevant problems, related to the Living Lab environment, bearing in
mind the transferability of the selected measures, necessary to overcome such problems.
More specifically, this task will present relevant problems using either existing research
Page | 8
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or expert views. On the other hand, the focus of this deliverable lies within the selection
of relevant measures and to outline the design of such.

1.3 Structure of the deliverable
This deliverable will first explain the methodology used for identification of the Living Lab
problems (Chapter 2). The next three chapters will give a synthesis of relevant identified
problems related to the Living Lab specific environment.
(1) Synthesis of problems, based on input from general problem analysis in WP2 and
stakeholder consultation (Chapter 3);
(2) Synthesis of relevant measures related to Living Lab environment (Chapter 4);
(3) Design of the measures, including measure specifications and operational
rules (Chapter 5).
This report will conclude with the analysis of the findings (Chapter 6).
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2 Methodology
Task 8.1 Problem analysis and selection of relevant measures, aims to give an overview
of relevant background information, identify problems and select measures for
implementation.
The following figure presents, in a nutshell, how the different parts of this exercise are
interrelated and how feedback is provided. Market intelligence from the stakeholders was
used throughout this task so as to ensure full coverage of the scope and provide details
on the content.

Figure 2-1 Methodology Task 8.1 – Problem Analysis and selection of relevant
measures
Living Lab 3 – reliability in case of (un)expected disruptions on the rail network – aims to
implement measures to improve reliability and flexibility of rail freight services in case of
planned and unplanned disruptions. A top-down approach is used to assess and select
different measures.
First step in this approach is to select relevant problems, related to reliability and
flexibility service aspects. This step of the approach will adopt related problems, as
described in Work Package (WP) 2, Deliverable 2.1 - problem analysis. In D2.1 different
problems were identified and classified according to the five service aspects. During
multiple stakeholder meetings, stakeholders were involved into the living lab. These
meetings enabled the project team to collect input and feedback on relevant problems. A
synthesis of the relevant problems was written afterwards.
This synthesis was then used to identify objectives of the Living Lab. In parallel,
measures were identified and selected. Measures, as identified in D2.1 – problem
analysis, were selected based on their expected impact and applicability on the corridor.
Additionally, stakeholders were consulted to extend the available measures with practical
measures, covering the market perspective. A synthesis of the relevant measures was
identified as input for this deliverable.
Finally, one main measure was selected to be further designed, implemented and
validated in the Living Lab.
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2.1 Stakeholder meeting
Throughout the process of the identification of problems and the selection of relevant
measures, stakeholders were consulted. Stakeholders were either consulted in bilateral
or in joint meetings.
Right after the start of the overall Smart-Rail project a kick-off meeting has been
organised in Utrecht in the Netherlands on 27 May 2015. For this meeting a broad set of
stakeholders have been invited. The goal of the meeting was to:
•
•
•

Inform stakeholders about the overall Smart-Rail project
Inform stakeholders about Living Lab 3 – Reliability in case of (un)expected
disruptions on the rail network
Brainstorm with all participants to generate ideas for measures to include in this
Living Lab

An overview of participants and the results of the brainstorm sessions in three groups is
included in Annex A. Some groups were very well represented at this meeting (such as
railway undertakings, Dutch stakeholders) while other groups were less well represented
(such as shippers, logistic service providers, terminals and German stakeholders).
After this meeting several individual meetings with the groups that were not well
represented at this meeting have been organised in the Netherlands and Germany. The
goal of these additional meetings was to evaluate the results of the kick-off meeting and
to collect new insight from stakeholders with different perspectives. An overview of the
additional consulted organisations is included in Annex B.

The stakeholder consultation was considered not only for the problem analysis but also
for the selection of the measures, a process described in Chapter 4.
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3 Problem analysis
The rail sector related problems, as identified in this deliverable, are broken down into
two types, local and global. This division is based on their relationship to the global or
local scenario. Problems relating to the local scenario can be seen to have a direct effect
on the German/Dutch border crossings with those relating to the global scenario effecting
rail transport in general. In this chapter, different problems are identified and briefly
explained.
From the problem analysis it is clear that there are several interdependencies between
the different problems. It is important to keep in mind that when an attempt is made to
solve a particular problem, it is possible that this applied solution will affect the system in
a different way than the one expected, there will be knock-on effects, and indeed further
problems will be created or exacerbated.
Another major finding from the analysis is that it is clear that for both types of problems
(global, local), very often large financial investments are needed to rectify or alleviate
many of the problems encountered. Examples of such investments include:
•

improving or installing new infrastructure,
− permanent way,
− ERTMS/ETCS,
• research into technological advancements,
− terms of noise reduction technology,
− improvements in signalling and safety technology,
− technology to aid changing electrical systems,
• improvements in data transfer and handling capabilities,
− new data base/interface solutions,
new track and trace solutions.
With rail traffic on European corridors expected to grow (Figure 2-2) in the medium and
long term, these issues represent a growing concern and need to be considered in the
short term so that the infrastructure is capable of absorbing the forecasted growth.
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Figure 2-2: Rail performance on the Rhine-Alpine Corridor as of 2010 (left) and
2030 (right)3

3.1

Problems in the global Scenario

3.1.1 Competition from other modes
Rail freight transport relies on providing cost effective, reliable and flexible solutions to
customers. Many customers have the choice of moving to other transport modes when
their expectations are not met. In order to ensure that the customers and end users are
satisfied with the service provided to them, all parties within the rail sector should be
working together.
3.1.2 Environmental Issues
An ongoing concern for all stakeholders in rail traffic are environmental costs, with
special attention given to noise and the reduction thereof. When special measures are
introduced to reduce noise, a high chance exists that problems will develop or grow
elsewhere.
An example of this is as follows: a study carried out on the Rhine-Alpine Core Corridor4
has shown that a reduction in the speed of freight traffic from 100km/h to 70km/h can
result in a reduction of noise by up to 3.4dB. However, the issues that develop as a result
are far-reaching. Whereas the reduction in speed only leads to a small reduction in

3

Source: Rhine-Alpine Core Network Corridor Study (2014)

4

Source: VIA Consulting & Development GmbH, Railistics GmbH 2014.
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noticeable noise levels (only reductions in excess of 3dB are noticeable), in the
investigated areas the reduction in speed leads to a 24% increase in transit times and a
loss of overnight capacity of 20%. When expanded to the entire German network these
changes result in 12% less slots, an increase in transit time of 12%, and a 10% increase
in costs for the rail sector of €400 million. This example illustrates how detailed thought
and consideration needs to be given prior to decisions and measures that can have farreaching consequences.
3.1.3 Increasing delays and decreasing reliability
Reliability is a key factor for all parties, however, maintaining its current level is proving
to be more and more of a challenge.
As the existing rail infrastructure is reaching, and in some cases exceeds its designed
capacity, RUs are experiencing more and more disruptions and delays. These are
exacerbated by ongoing construction works leading to short-notice and planned
diversions resulting in further effects on the punctuality and a further drop in the overall
reliability of services.
As changes to infrastructure often require long-term planning and large investment,
changes to this type of problem require time to be realised.

3.2

Problems in the Local Scenario

Next to the global scenario’s issues, Smart-Rail intends to tackle issues on a local scale.
To this end, this section presents issues that hamper seamless rail transport on a local
level, focussing on the Rhine-Alpine corridor and specifically German/Dutch border
crossings.
3.2.1 Electrification
Further issues are encountered in the power supply used on each side of the border.
Germany’s 15kV, 16 2/3 Hx AC system is incompatible with the 1.5kV DC system in use
in the Netherlands.
As a result, there is a requirement that all trains using the various German/Dutch border
crossings are hauled by multi-system locomotives or there are sufficient stand-by
locomotives waiting at border stations in order to continue journeys.
This need for changing locomotives and systems has the knock-on effect of reducing
available capacity and efficiency, increasing journey times and costs, and bringing the
need for further equipment to be available. The opportunity for diverting trains is also
reduced as not every border station will have the necessary infrastructure available.
3.2.2 Safety Systems
The use of varying safety and signalling systems on the German (INDUSI/LZB) and
Dutch (ATB) networks is a factor affecting the efficiency and cost effectiveness of
providing cross border rail-freight solutions. A standardisation of these, as hoped to be
achieved with ERTMS, will lead to one unified system throughout Europe, reducing the
costs for Infrastructure Managers and Railway Undertakings (RU) on the various lines.
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Figure 2-3: Electrification and Signalling Systems in use throughout Europe5

3.2.3 Communication, Collaboration & Data Sharing
The smooth transfer of data along with effective and efficient communication between all
parties and stakeholders is essential for effective freight transport. This includes between
infrastructure managers.
A point of concern for shippers and RUs is the lack of communication between German
and Dutch Infrastructure Managers (IMs). Dispatching of intermodal trains by IMs on
both sides of the border shows the lack of understanding of the special logistical needs of
intermodal transports and the planning and operations within terminals.
There appears to be a lack of collaboration between IMs. One example of this is that the
Betuweroute has been designed for trains up to 1000m long, whereas the construction
work on the Emmerich – Oberhausen section will only allow for 750m.
Data sharing between all stakeholders is vital; a continuous flow of information regarding
the current and foreseen situation on the line is necessary. The format of this information
must be understandable to logistic managers as opposed to experts in the rail industry.
This information flow could then be developed into a tool that allows for the creation of
reliable ad-hoc slots at short notice for trains crossing the border.
A further problem related to communication is the language skills of the dispatchers.
Employees in these positions should be bilingual.

5

Source: http://www.bueker.net/
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3.2.4 Flexibility
Overall, a lower amount of ad-hoc slots are becoming available with many shippers
transferring their loads to fixed/regular slots. This transfer is further influenced by the
difference in quality between regular and ad-hoc slots. This stands in contrast to a more
flexible road sector.
3.2.5 Increase in costs
An increase in costs for shippers and RUs is expected as a result of longer diversions and
delays encountered. The costs per train/km on corridors between Germany and the
Netherlands are already higher than the rest of Europe. Further increased costs could
encourage a modal shift of freight traffic from rail.
3.2.6 Definitions
Differences in basic definitions between Germany and the Netherlands lead to confusion
and delays that can be rectified when common terms are used between all parties. This
can be seen in the differences in the numbering of slots and trains between both
countries.
3.2.7 Capacity
During the construction of the third line between Emmerich and Oberhausen a severe
decrease in capacity will be encountered. Based on information provided by ProRail, the
capacity restrictions are summarised in Table 2-1: Foreseen capacity restrictions in
place until 2022.
Table 2-1: Foreseen capacity restrictions in place until 20226

Timeframe

Restriction

2015

Capacity: 40 Trains per 24 hours.

(Capacity: 40 trains per
24 hours)

Total of 17 weeks single track on Emmerich – Oberhausen
section:
• week 17 to 26 - Mon 5:00 to Fri 23:00 hours
• week 34 & 35 and 44 to 50 continuous
In addition 7 double track (long) weekends

18 April – 18 October
2016

Capacity: 40 trains per 24 hours.

2017 – 2022

Capacity: 30 trains per 24 hours – Only at night.

(Capacity: 30 trains per
24 hours - Only at
night)

Every month 1 week single track on Emmerich - Oberhausen

Single track on Emmerich - Oberhausen section

section from Monday to Sunday
• Every month two weekends single track 51 hours, and
regularly
during nights 4 to 8 hours double track on Emmerich -

6

Source: ProRail
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Oberhausen section
• Every 2 months 1 weekend complete closure on Emmerich Oberhausen section
• 3 weeks a month the Betuweroute can be used unimpeded
from Mon to Fri

These capacity restrictions, when combined with the forecasted train numbers (Table
2-2: Forecasted train number until 2025), depict the extent of the potential issues for all
stakeholders served by the Emmerich to Oberhausen corridor.
As a result of these restrictions certain measures will need to be put in place in order to
ensure that an appropriate level of service can be maintained. Within the programme “3rd
track Emmerich – Oberhausen”, a number of such measures have been designed and
discussed with stakeholders and will be implemented (see Annex C for an overview of
measures).

Table 2-2: Forecasted train number until 20257
2015

2020

2025

Passenger Trains

97

97

97

Freight Trains

116

160

190

3.2.8 Inefficient resource utilisation
During the construction of the Emmerich – Oberhausen line, similar to all cases of
disruption, all necessary measures have to be taken to ensure that the maximum use is
made of all resources, equipment and facilities. This includes fully utilising other available
routes and corridors, sidings, freight yards, locomotives and wagons. Dispatching should
take into account the respective locomotive technology (such as on board safety
systems) and utilise these to their fullest extent.
3.2.9 Change of mind-set
As can be seen in Tables Table 2-3: Daily train numbers in Germany and Table 2-4:
Daily train numbers crossing the border and Figure 2-4: Relationship of the
Dutch border crossings to the rest of Germany, the total number of trains crossing
the German/Dutch border forms a miniscule proportion when compared to the overall
train traffic within Germany. Over time, this has led to the development of a mind-set in
which cross border traffic takes a lower priority when looked at as part of the overall
picture. This is a situation which can result in factors relating to cross border traffic not
receiving as much attention as it should.
A situation like this should not develop as the cross border traffic has a heavy impact on
traffic to the ports of the Netherlands, companies within the Netherlands and the Dutch
economy as a whole.

7

Source: ProRail
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Table 2-3: Daily train numbers in Germany8
Passenger Train
Freight Train
Total

32,000
7,000
39,000

Table 2-4: Daily train numbers crossing the border9
Border Lines

Oldenzaal –
Bentheim

Emmerich –
Oberhausen

Venlo Viersen

Passenger Train
Freight Train
Total
Total number
of trains in
Germany
Share of train
number
within
Germany

31
20
51

97
116
213

42
45
87

Total (all
three
sections)
170
181
351

39000
0.13%

0.55%

0.22%

0.90%

Figure 2-4: Relationship of the Dutch border crossings to the rest of Germany

8

Source: DB Netz

9

Source: DB Netz/ProRail/Railistics
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4 Selection of measures
In order to develop relevant measures for the rail market, different types of stakeholders
were consulted in both Germany and The Netherlands. Their input on problems and ideas
on measures make the Living Lab approach relevant for the market. The different
stakeholders consulted are: railway undertakings, rail operators, terminals, logistic
service providers, infrastructure managers, shippers, port authorities and governments.
Regarding the selection criteria for the relevant measures, the following aspects were
taken into account:
•

The aim of this Living Lab. The Living Lab intends to identify, test, implement and
monitor those measures that contribute to an improvement in reliability, flexibility
and efficiency for the railway sector on the Rhine-Alpine corridor. Especially
measures whose market uptake is challenging (complex multi-stakeholder issues)
are relevant for such an approach.
• Returns on investment. Priority is given to measures that maximise potential
returns in the short term and require only moderate investment. One of the
conditions for selection of measures in this project is that it should be possible to
implement the measures on a short notice and to apply a number of plan-docheck-act cycles within 2 to 3 years. Large scale infrastructure, complex new
IT/platform development and long term legislation projects are out-of-scope for
this project.
• The location. This Living Lab is applied on the Rhine – Alpine corridor. However, to
reduce complexity, in a first step it is focussed on a part of this corridor:
Rotterdam (Netherlands) – Ruhr Area (Germany).
• The urgency for specific measures and the willingness of stakeholders to
participate in the implementation of these measures.
In addition, the project team was influenced by cooperative approaches that were used
for other initiatives:
•

A set of measures was already developed in the light of the 3rd track construction
works between Emmerich and Oberhausen. This is already partly implemented by
-among others- ProRail (Dutch rail infrastructure manager) and the Dutch Ministry
of Infrastructure and Environment. Both the measures and the implementation
process, with support of several stakeholders, are taken into account in this Living
Lab as well.
• A list of broader measures developed by the Spoorgoederentafel (rail freight
table: cooperation of Dutch companies and governments) in the Netherlands to
improve the performance of rail freight transport. A list of measures from both
Dutch programmes is included in Annex C.
In a nutshell, all results have been analysed and combined to identify those measures
that are most needed, have substantial potential impact, fit in a Living Lab approach and
are supported by different stakeholders.

4.1 Selection of measures for Living Lab concerning reliability
The stakeholders, as mentioned above, were consulted on the potential measures that
could be implemented by the Living Lab. In many occasions they pointed out the same
issues and proposed similar measures. Based on these consultations three main
measures were identified:
• Data exchange, data analytics and data use for smart applications in the logistic chain
• More flexible and efficient planning of international train paths
• Development, preparation and use of pre-defined alternatives in case of disruptions
These measures will be elaborated in more detail below.
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4.1.1 Data exchange, data analytics and data use for smart applications in the
logistic chain
The first measure on exchange of data between stakeholders in the logistic chain in
order to improve efficiency, flexibility and reliability is mentioned by almost every
stakeholder. However, the kind of data needed or missing, the specific logistic activity
and the benefits of shared information were not clear for all stakeholders. This means
there were both high expectations and uncertainty about the measure’s impact.
Activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Development of pilot projects to collect and share (under conditions) data
amongst stakeholders
Use the collected data for analysis and identify problems and bottlenecks
Discuss and develop solutions for these problems and bottlenecks together with
the relevant stakeholders
Implement the selected measures in practice and validate the effectiveness of the
measures based on the data collection
Repeat this process in a number of steps

4.1.2 More flexible and efficient planning of international train paths
A second measure that was often mentioned concerns the more flexible and efficient
planning of international train paths. Stakeholders were especially interested to know
whether alternative ways of planning train paths would be more flexible and efficient and
to know what would be necessary to realise this.
Activities:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Inventory and analysis of alternative ways of planning train paths based on:
• Insight in available capacity short term: 1 month, 1 week, 1 day, 3 hours, 30
minutes, …
• More flexible last-minute planning by the IMs supported by data exchange and
working process of operators and RUCs
• Forecast planning next three hours and switch trains over train paths for optimal
solution
• Discourage/punish reserved but unused train paths
• Align planning process of ProRail and DB Netze. Analyse inefficiencies and
inflexibility in systems, planning and working processes and develop solutions for
these issues.
Elaboration of necessary data exchange and data governance for solution (link with
measure 1)
Development of business models and / or value cases for required cooperation for
implementation of measures
Analysis of potential benefits of possible measures for improved flexibility in planning
of train paths; inventory of most effective and most supported measures
Preparation and implementation of measures in practice
Start continuous improvement cycle for the measures: implement, monitor, analyse,
improve, implement.

4.1.3 Develop, prepare and use pre-defined alternatives in case of disruptions
The third measure that is mentioned often is directly related to improving flexibility in the
logistic chain in order to improve reliability and predictability of the transport chain in
case of disruptions.
Activities:
•
•
•
•

Inventory of possible disruptions
Analysis of current solutions in the disruption cases
Analysis of possible alternative solutions with improved reliability and predictability
Analysis of potential benefit of using these alternative solutions
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•
•
•
•
•

Analysis of necessary data exchange and data governance for solution (link with
measure 1)
Development of business models and/or value cases for required cooperation for
implementation of measures
Preparation of alternative solutions; ready to use in case they are required
Implementation for testing and improving of alternatives:
• In practice if disruptions occur
• In theory if disruptions do not occur during the project
Implementation of continuous improvement cycle: implement, monitor, analyse,
improve, implement, …

4.1.4 Focus of measures for Living Lab about reliability
The first measure about sharing data for optimisation of logistic operations has highest
priority based on the input of the stakeholders. Besides, because there is a clear
willingness amongst stakeholders to start working on this measure, it has been decided
to focus this Living Lab on this measure: Data exchange, data analytics and data use for
smart applications in the logistic chain. In line with the Living Lab approach, the other
measures might be included later on in the Living Lab.

4.2 Relevant issues for Smart-Rail mentioned by stakeholders
Based on the consultation with the stakeholders a number of topics have been discussed
that are important for this Living Lab. These topics are briefly described below.
4.2.1 Many bilateral solutions for data exchange, no general solutions
•
•
•

•

Several stakeholders are working on solutions for data exchange between
organisations
In many cases the solutions concern bilateral cooperation for linking different systems
and exchanging data
No general solution is available that is accessible for all relevant stakeholders. There
is a high need for such a solution because the bilateral solutions are very time and
cost consuming and they create new problems for the prospective data exchange with
third parties (other stakeholders).
The data exchange topic is relevant for activities about information availability in
WP5.

4.2.2 Alignment of services of rail sector with the needs of the client
•

•

More alignment is needed between the transport process in the logistic chain and the
production process and stock process of the shippers. However:
• Many shippers are not interested in this kind of alignment; they just have a
number of KPIs that have to be fulfilled and they are not interested in the way
this is arranged at the services level.
• Some shippers are interested in tailor-made solutions that need alignment
between production, stock and transport. A success factor is a long term strategic
vision from the side of the shipper and strong willingness to make it happen at the
side of the shipper.
• For new concepts and better alignment, the shippers should be identified and
convinced with interesting concepts.
This topic is relevant for WPs 3 and 4 about cooperation. The improvement of the
alignment of the services of the rail sector with the needs of the client is dependent
on innovative shippers with people who are really willing to realise these innovations.

•
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4.2.3 Sense of urgency
Urgency is necessary as an important driver for realising changes/ improvements.
Urgency can be related to serious problems or great opportunities.
•

•

•

From a top-down view from Europe and governments there is urgency to create
improvements in the rail freight sector: the competitive position of rail freight
transport is under pressure and the market share stabilises or even drops
dramatically for some segments. However, from the bottom-up view from
stakeholders in the transport chain it is noticed that there is not that much
urgency to support changes and to improve rail freight services. An important
aspect in this is that stakeholders sometimes are not willing to support changes
but also that they are not always able to support changes.
For the specific case of the construction work for the 3rd track between Emmerich
and Oberhausen, it was expected that this situation would create a lot of urgency
to develop and implement measures. However, due to stagnating volumes, very
high punctuality during the periods with limited capacity in 2015 (as a result of
measures’ implementation), and because the planning of the more serious periods
with limited capacity is shifting further away in time, there is not that much
urgency among stakeholders.
Again this topic is very relevant for WPs 3 and 4 about cooperation. It will be a
challenge to create urgency for necessary improvements and necessary
cooperation for implementation among stakeholders.
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5 Design measures
The purpose of this chapter is to contribute to a pragmatic approach to initiate the living
lab process, where (un)expected disruptions of the rail network are simulated and
countered. The first step has already been made by identifying three main measures (see
Chapter 4.2), each of which can be regarded as a superordinate concept for the chosen
measures, namely:
•
•
•

Data exchange, data analytics and data use for smart applications in the logistic chain
More flexible and efficient planning of international train paths
The development, preparation and use of pre-defined alternatives in case of
disruptions

First, the general design of these three main measures is described. Second, an overview
of the more detailed measures is given that will be elaborated in this Living Lab.

5.1 Designing three main measures
5.1.1 Data exchange, data analytics and data use for smart applications in the
logistic chain
The first question is: how do we generate or obtain the data we need and which
information sources should be used. The answer is provided by the stakeholders and how
they interact. The idea behind this is that each processing order requires a certain
structure of standardised data, very similar to EDIFACT requirement, because a similar
approach is requested when alternatives have to be developed in case of disruptions.
Also data exchange standards as TSI TAF are used to achieve consistency and data
interoperability among the stakeholders.

Table 5-1 Origin of data
Stakeholder

Type of data

Dimension/values

Owner of infrastructure

Train paths

Time and spatial slot in the
timetable (departures,
arrivals, stations on route)

Railway Undertaking

Trains

Train
info
(number
of
wagons, length, tonnage)

Intermodal Operator

Container slots

Number of slots (positions
on the train to carry
a container)

Shipping companies

Container units

Number of containers (TEU)

Forwarders/NVOCC’s

Container units

Number of containers (TEU)
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5.1.1.1 Characteristics of data
These data appear on different levels of quality: the highest degree is of course required
for the actual transport order. Communication among the parties involved – shipper,
forwarder, intermodal operator – is well organised, as is the exchange of data and the
corresponding documentation. There we have a certain number of containers to be
shipped on a certain train from A to B at a certain time.
For any further planning, however, the respective data are missing; depending on the
period ahead data can be only estimated to some extent. This determines the structure
that is needed as guidance for further planning and the subsequent measures to be
taken.
Different roles of the stakeholders in the transport decision processes determine their
capability to provide the necessary data which could be described as follows:
1. Infrastructure manager (IM) – responsible for managing the traffic and for
allocating the train paths with timetables (more precisely, this role is denoted as
the “Allocation Body” or AB, however it is generally fulfilled by the IM).
Providing data on the specific train paths allocated, also on the number of paths
or slots available, and on the operative level info on the current situation and/or
disruptions and emergency situations which need to be handled.
2. Railway undertaking (RU) – responsible for managing the trains themselves,
i.e. for providing the traction, the driver etc., and also for ordering and operating
the train path. His responsibilities towards the customer include also contractual
issues, i.e. concluding the contract of carriage, and he is responsible for the timely
delivery of the cargo.
In case of any disruptions it is the RU who takes the ultimate responsibility for the
necessary measures, as nobody else is allowed to decide whether to take an
alternate route or park/cancel the train (with respect to the contract with the
customers), whether to re-schedule other trains operated by himself, whether
there is a corresponding traction and personnel available (i.e. an electric lok with
the suitable voltage, diesel lok, or train driver with the necessary route knowledge
– “Streckenkenntnisse” in DE), etc.
The RU is providing data on the cargo and on the wagons on train; he is
responsible especially for providing the correct train info (No. of wagons, train
length and tonnage) and for providing the wagon list to the IM. The RU is also
providing details of the requested/ordered train path – both for the pre-planning
phase and for the operative phase in case of disruptions.
3. Logistic service provider (LSP) or terminal operator – responsible for the
service for the end customer, handling the cargo in the terminal, and especially
managing the operation of the terminal. Therefore it is the LSP or terminal
operator who decides the precise timing of the train handling in the terminal –
based also on the information from the RU (on train position and composition)
The LSP or terminal operator provides data or dispatching orders on the required
train handover, and communicates mostly with the RU in case of disruptions on
the necessary workarounds.
The following measures are recommended in order to safeguard sufficiency and reliability
of the data concerned:
1. Contacting involved stakeholders = forwarders/NVOCCs (non-vessel operating
common carriers), shipping companies, intermodal operators, terminal operators
2. Ascertaining their plan figures for year 1, 2 and 3 ahead, down-sized on a monthly
basis
3. Approaching shippers separately: Learning their strategy for the near future,
especially in view of the Emmerich-Oberhausen 3rd track construction works.
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5.1.1.2 Data access
Having collected the respective data, a medium has to be found, which is convenient to
store the data and place them at someone’s disposal. A smart application means, that
1. a convenient platform already exists and is preferably provided by a member of
Smart-Rail
2. the access is easy, there is no complicated interface
3. the application communicates and exchanges all the necessary data with the
neighbouring systems in a consistent way which is transparent for the end user
To facilitate the smart applications and their usage, an interoperability platform is being
developed in WP5, to allow data exchange with the data providers (as the IMs, RUs,
RailData, RNE etc.), and to provide general IT infrastructure services as the
authentication, authorisation, security, data transformations etc.
So far emphasis has been put on the ‘hard figures’, which determine the quantity
structure. For the marketing of the rail transport service ‘soft’ product features are just
as important; in the end they influence the competitiveness of rail transportation
compared to road. They should be as well retrievable from the data platform.
•
•

Frequency per day/per week
Estimated time of departure (ETD) / estimated time of arrival (ETA)

5.1.1.3 Conclusion
For any further measure to be taken the information on volume as well as on the service
attributes, which include e.g. destination, frequency and transit time, are essential. It is
the precondition for being in the position to choose between alternatives and to evaluate
them according to their advantages respectively disadvantages.
It is well-known that the performance of a logistical service product as a composition of
different specific services often depends on political and operational surrounding
conditions. So it is, when the performance of a RU and/or an intermodal operator has to
be checked: their performance surely depends partly on what the infrastructure manager
is able to deliver. That leads to the second main measure concerning the flexibility and
efficiency of international train paths.
5.1.2 More flexible and efficient planning of international train paths
Subsequent to the kick-off meeting in Utrecht a couple of interviews with stakeholders in
Germany have been carried out. Importantly, the consultation with ProRail and DB Netze
pointed out that there is limited communication between the two. Such discrepancies
were also already mentioned in the problem analysis (Chapter 3)
1. Difference in basic definitions between Germany and the Netherlands
2. Lacking corridor organisation in terms of international freight traffic
These are communication-related issues; hence they have to be solved with a
communication toolbox. The stakeholders who were interviewed made the following
proposals for potential measures:
•
•

Establishing access rules between ProRail and DB Netze
Nominating caretaker/person in charge for organisation of the corridor (governance
measure)

It seems that measures overcoming these differences have to be preferentially treated.
Therefore, it is recommended:
•

To appoint a task force, especially dealing with the communication and organisational
problems, as far as it is not covered by the European Corridor Management. That will
be found out by interviewing a representative of the European Corridor Management.
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Such an approach could further be developed: As soon as rules between the
Infrastructure Managers are agreed and a person (or a team) in charge has been
nominated, an inventory of available train paths can be made. The volume of train paths
is the basis for their allocation to the demanding operators (RUs and intermodal
operators). It can be assumed that the volume will oscillate and the demand will be
higher than the supply of train paths. Rules must be agreed on how to solve such
conflicts. The latter requirement leads to the third main measure.
5.1.3 Develop, prepare and use pre-defined alternatives in case of disruptions
At this stage it is not intended to present the complete catalogue of pre-defined
procedures in case of disruptions. What can be considered, however, is the process to
create such procedures or working instructions. The following measures have to be taken
(and who will be responsible for taking action):
1. Considering possible causes for disruptions (-> Infrastructure Manager),
2. Assigning correspondent probabilities of occurrence (-> Infrastructure Manager),
3. Exploring measures to tackle the disruptions (-> RUs),
•
•

Evaluating an alternative route (-> RUs),
Process to communicate the impact of an intended change (-> RUs),

4. Informing RUs’ customers (Shipping companies, NVOCC’s) about new departure and
arrival times (-> RUs),
5. Informing Operators’ customers (shippers) about changed lead times (-> Intermodal
Operators).

5.1.4 Consideration of predefined working instructions in the context of the
Living Lab as an initial point for installation of a collaborative
organisation structure
Besides the stakeholders and the volume on the supply and demand side, the set of
identified working instructions and rules for interaction between the stakeholders in the
corridor can be regarded as an additional dimension.
Upon a request out of the kick-off meeting, such measures have to be preferred, which
promise quick results – without requiring larger investments. The aim is, to gain a
maximum of return on investment within a contemporary time-frame.

5.2 Elaboration of measures in this Living Lab
As described in paragraph 4.2, the focus of this Living Lab is on the first main measure:
data exchange, data analytics and data use for smart applications in the logistic chain.
In line with the Living Lab approach, the activities will start with simple measures and in
next steps these will be more complex and cover a wider scope (the extent of this step is
dependent on the outcomes of the simple measures’ implementation, i.e. the first step).
Therefore, instead of analysing the full Rhine- Alpine corridor, in a first step, we focus on
a part of this corridor: Rotterdam – Ruhr Area in Germany.
The following three measures will be elaborated in this Living Lab:
•
•
•

Analysis of performance of rail freight service Rotterdam – Duisburg / Neuss
Hub concept terminal Rotterdam for exchange of containers between different rail
services
Pre-defined paths for short term slot allocation in Germany
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5.2.1 Analysis of performance of rail freight service Rotterdam – Duisburg /
Neuss
For this measure as much information as possible is collected from relevant stakeholders
(terminals, shunting providers, railway undertakings, rail operators, multimodal
operators, infrastructure managers and RNE) in order to analyse the performance of the
rail freight service (reliability, flexibility, efficiency, visibility). The following steps will be
taken:
•
•

•

Collection of relevant data
Analysis of data for several circumstances:
o Normal situation
o Situation with distortions
o Special case: construction work Emmerich – Oberhausen
o Special case: issue rail bundling Tweede Maasvlakte Rotterdam
Development of solutions, implementation and validation of effectiveness

5.2.2 Hub concept terminal Rotterdam for exchange of containers between
different rail services
This concerns a very concrete pilot in order to test the reliability and flexibility of rail
freight. This pilot will test whether it is possible to exchange containers between two
different rail services at the RTW (Rail Terminal West) terminal in Rotterdam. This can
only work if the arrival time of trains at the terminal is reliable and predictable and if the
rail system is flexible enough to deal with deviations from the planning.

5.2.3 Predefined paths for short term slot allocation in Germany
The current situation in Germany is that DB Netz has no planned slots within Germany or
on the German/Dutch border. Slots are developed and offered on an ad-hoc basis as they
are requested. As such these slots are constructed from DB Netz region to DB Netz
region. A consequence of this is that there is no reliable ETA (estimated time of arrival),
no reliable customer information and no reliable/efficient planning of resources.
As known, the current need and requirement of the market is to have reliable ETA and
reliable customer information, the needs of the terminals are to have reliable ETA and
the need of the RUs to have reliable customer information and a more efficient planning
of resources.
DB Netz now develops a tool for pre-defined paths for short term allocation in Germany.
The DB Netz tool when implemented will provide reliability (initially on the German side
of the border) through its use of pre-planned slots. Should train path information from
ProRail and the Rotterdam terminals be included this would then provide the necessary
reliability over the entire German network, across the Netherlands and into the terminals,
and as the slots will be pre-planned, provide accurate arrival and departure information
at every stage along the way.
An initial result for this Living Lab is to transfer real world input and requirements from
the effected parties to DB Netz and potentially, depending on the development rate of
the tool, test this in virtual and real-world scenarios at a later stage of the Smart-Rail
project.
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6 Conclusion
Central point of Work Package 8 is to improve flexibility and reliability in rail freight
transport at competitive prices in line with the needs of the clients (shippers, logistic
service providers) as in case of (un)expected disruptions on the rail network. In the first
Task 8.1 a problem analysis has been carried out and an extensive consultation of
railway companies (railway undertakings, terminal operators, rail operators, logistic
service providers, shippers) and governments has been organised. Both of these
activities have been used to select the most relevant and feasible measures that will be
further elaborated in the other tasks of this Work Package.
Especially in the market consultation, it became clear that most stakeholders mentioned
and proposed similar main measures:
•
•
•

Data exchange, data analytics and data use for smart applications in the logistic chain
More flexible and efficient planning of international train paths
Development, preparation and use of pre-defined alternatives in case of disruptions

The first main measure about data exchange, data analytics and data use for smart
applications has been mentioned by almost all stakeholders. Therefore it has been
decided to focus on this main measure. In discussion with stakeholders that have a need
to improve flexibility and reliability of rail freight transport and that are willing to actively
participate in a continuous improvement approach the following more specific measures
have been selected:
•
•
•

Analysis of performance of rail freight service Rotterdam – Duisburg / Neuss
Hub concept terminal Rotterdam for exchange of containers between different rail
services
Pre-defined paths for short term slot allocation

These measures will be further developed, implemented in practice and evaluated based
on monitoring of KPIs together with the involved stakeholders in the other tasks of Work
Package 8.
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Annex A
Kick off | Living Lab 3 “Reliability of (un)planned disruptions in the railway
network” | 27/05/2015
Attendants: Wolf-Dietrich Geitz (Railistics), Paul Melia (Railistics), Hans Swarts
(Alcotrans), Maurits van Schuylenberg (Port of Rotterdam), Toon Habers (Locon
Benelux), Jarco Grapendaal (Seacon Logistics), Leonart de Pater (KombiRail), Marc
Kampinga (ProRail), Ben Appeldoorn (DB Schenker Rail Nederland), Ad Toet (KNV),
Thom Derks, Harald Heusner (RFC Rhine-Alpine), Rob Morsink (Ministery of
Infrastructure and Environment), Arnaud Burgess (Panteia), Joshua van Buuren
(Panteia), Malik Kermo (Rotterdam Rail Feeding), Teunis Steenbeek (Program manager
Third Track), Markus Bertram (LTE Netherands), Michael Roggenkamp (Ederlog), Paul
Tilanus (TNO), Thijs Smit (TNO), Jaco van Meijeren (TNO)
Discussion points during presentations:
1) The aim of this Living Lab is to identify, test, implement and monitor those
measures that contribute to an improvement in reliability, flexibility and efficiency
for the railway sector on the Rhine-Alpine corridor. Especially those measures
where uptake in the market is difficult (complex multi-stakeholder issues) are
relevant for such an approach.
2) The selection of measures is still open (on purpose). At the start of the project
many stakeholders will be consulted to identify measures that are really urgent
and stakeholders feel the need to support the implementation. Railway
undertakings, rail operators, terminals, logistic service providers, shippers, port
authorities and governments will be consulted. This kick-off meeting is a first
activity for this consultation process.
3) Priority will be given to measures that maximise potential returns on the short
term and require only moderate investment. One of the conditions for selection of
measures in this project is that it should be possible to implement the measures
on a short notice and to apply a number of plan-do-check-act cycles within 2 to 3
years. Large scale infrastructure, complex new IT/platform development and long
term legislation projects will be out-of-scope for this project.
4) The most important expected result of the project is the implementation of a set
of relevant measures that have been tested, implemented and continuously
improved over a period of 2 to 3 years together with involved stakeholders in
order to make them as effective as possible and to get the highest impact on
improvement of reliability, flexibility and efficiency of rail freight transport.
5) This Living Lab will not duplicate the work of the Dutch program Third Track that
is currently being implemented to avoid problems due to construction work
between Emmerich and Oberhausen. This program is interesting for this Living
Lab because measures are developed and implemented in a multi-stakeholder
environment in a situation with urgency to really implement measures. Especially
the lessons learned from this program are relevant for the Living Lab approach. If
support is needed for implementation of measures from this program, it might be
possible to take them into account in the Living Lab approach.
6) A Living Lab is a structured and cyclical approach to achieve that goal. Ideally,
after Smart-Rail has ended all parties involved continue to work together on
improving the situation in the railway sector.
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7) Based on the urgency for specific measures and the willingness of stakeholders to
participate in the implementation of these measures, both the measures and
involved stakeholders will be identified.
8) In this kick-off meeting especially the rail transport companies, infra managers
and government are well represented from the Dutch perspective. Other
organisations like terminals, logistic service providers, shippers and the German
perspective are not or less well represented. Contact with these organisations will
be organised to get input about their ideas/vision on relevant measures to include
in this Living Lab approach.
9) Next steps:
a. Discussion with other stakeholders mentioned in previous point to get their
ideas about urgent and relevant measures
b. Selection of measures that are urgent, relevant and stakeholders are
willing to participate in the implementation
c. Development of plan for implementation of measures
d. Start with implementation of measures
e. Continuous improvement of measures
Group 1
Wolf-Dietrich Geitz (Railistics), Hans Swarts (Alcotrans), Maurits van Schuylenberg (PoR),
Toon Habers (Locon Benelux), Jarco Grapendaal (Seacon), Leonart de Pater (KombiRail),
Marc Kampinga (ProRail), Jaco van Meijeren (TNO)
1) More data/information sharing is needed for improvement of several
processes
•
•

•
•

On time overview of maintenance work on the track should be provided in order to
avoid problems that could have prevented if this kind of information would have
been shared in an earlier stage.
More information should be shared in the complete transport and supply chain, but
several stakeholders all have their own systems (infra manager, operators,
terminals) that makes it difficult to organise this. Even on the level of infra
managers this situation occurs with ProRail, DB Netze and international infra
management having their own systems, definitions and working process. A
solution is needed to make exchange of information easier, even with stakeholders
having (and keeping) their own systems, and to align definitions and working
processes.
There is a need for an overview of available capacity for different time periods: 1
day, 1 week, 1 month, 1 year on international corridors.
More alignment of transport process and terminal process is needed based on
information/forecast about locations of trains and ETA at terminal and turnaround
time and ETD at terminal. Distortions in the planning, both for the transport part
and for the terminal part, should be shared pro-actively in both directions.
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2) Interaction between data/information/systems and culture/working
process necessary
•

More exchange of data/information and alignment of processes when working with
different systems is one thing. At least as important is the more ‘soft’ side:
awareness, insight in benefits, working process and culture. People who are
working with the measures and/or new concepts should really understand them
and be convinced of the benefits in order to get them really support the
implementation of the measures and concepts.

3) Interaction between data/information/systems and culture/working
process necessary
•

If disruptions take place, in many cases last minute solutions have to be found.
Pre-defined solutions should be developed and prepared that can be applied
immediately if necessary.

4) More cooperation is needed
•
•

•

More cooperation is needed to improve reliability, flexibility and efficiency. The
question is how to organise this around topics that need urgent solutions and to
create trust amongst involved stakeholders.
For instance, for the combination of loads to organise full trains systems like
neutral market places could help. There is some discussion about the question
whether these market places already exist. Even if they do exist, key element for
such systems is that they are really neutral and stakeholders trust them.
Learn from cooperation in other sectors like shipping.

5) Interoperability issues
•
•
•
•

International traffic control; speaking the same language
One safety system is needed
Same implementation of EU regulation in different EU countries is need
Implementation of ERTMS is different per country

6) Rail bundling at Tweede Maasvlakte
•
•
•

Too many different terminals, organisation of full trains becomes too complex
There are too little marshalling yards
Because of the inter terminal transport, the rail product becomes too expensive

General remarks:
•
•

Detailed problem analysis concerning challenges reliability, flexibility and efficiency
is necessary (based on several already existing studies). [Such an analysis will be
made in WP2].
Discussion is focusing on the stakeholders directly involved in running a train. The
link with the client is missing. [Consultation with other stakeholders including the
clients of the rail freight product will be organised in the project].
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Group 2
Paul Melia (Railistics), Ben Appeldoorn (DB Schenker Rail Nederland), Ad Toet (KNV),
Thom Derks, Harald Heusner (RFC Rhine-Alpine), Rob Morsink (Ministery of
Infrastructure), Thijs Smit (TNO)
1) Quality of data / needs of information between stakeholders
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

In order to determine how a train over the Rhine-Alpine corridor is performing in
terms of e.g. reliability, a huge improvement in quality of data is a critical first
step. Although there are some systems (like Train Information System (TIS)) that
are already available and used in practice, the input of good quality data is still an
issue.
Alignment between Infrastructure Managers that are involved in corridor RhineAlpine is needed as a first step to identify the possibilities to improve the data
quality without having to invest huge sums of money (different processes but with
the same ICT infrastructure)
In addition, there is a need to develop relevant KPI’s that can be measured/are
defined and commonly understood
Although data and information to some extent are shared between stakeholders,
there is a clear need to identify which link (or stakeholder) in the supply chain
needs which kind of information at which point in the corridor process. Specifically,
what kind of data/information do stakeholders already have that is identified as
relevant to other stakeholders in the process and what are possible technical
problems that need to be tackled to enable the sharing between stakeholders
(where to start?)
So what is needed is an analysis and ultimately a list of critical process information
for each step in the supply chain over the corridor. The result is an overview of
each stakeholder indicating the data/information that is currently shared and what
is much needed for improving reliability, flexibility and /or efficiency.
In line with the last bullet, there is also the need to understand why we send
certain information and for what reason or purpose this is relevant for your and
other stakeholders. Why do we do what we do? This creates a better
understanding of the somewhat different contexts in which the stakeholders
operate
Understanding each other’s information architecture or structure as it is now

2) Solutions for bundling containers at Maasvlakte 2
•
•

Which information can be shared between Railway Undertakings (RUs) and
Terminals that enables a more efficient performance of the rail product? Volumes
are going to be dispersed over more terminals
Efficient process of cargo bundling needed

3) Forecasting value
•

Higher accuracy of estimated time of arrival (ETA)
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Group 3

Arnaud Burgess (Panteia), Joshua van Buuren (Panteia), Malik Kermo (RRF), Teunis
Steenbeek (Program manager Third Track), Markus Bertram (LTE), Michael Roggenkamp
(Ederlog), Paul Tilanus (TNO)
1) Increase efficiency Port Area
•

•
•

•

Grey port shuttle&hub, the idea to increase efficiency in the port area by providing
a neutral supplier of services in the port area so that trains to the hinterland can
be more efficiently planned. This “grey train” should be deployed so that the
different terminals can be addressed. This leads to the following point:
Transport Chain – Terminals – Railway undertakings: terminals and railway
operators should cooperate on this aspect as it increases the efficiency for all.
Level playing field, regulatory framework: the idea of a grey train, would require in
terms of costs a level playing field in addition to the regulatory framework that
needs to be developed (also in relation with the next point of demanding train
paths, smaller RUs cannot always demand paths a long time before, this would add
to the flexibility of smaller RU).
Port Authorities besides other parties as mentioned: port authorities do have a role
here, as it leads to less congestion in the port area. One of the questions is the
financing of the grey train.

2) Quality issue (in relation with costs)
•
•
•

Unplanned stops should be mitigated but are now too much incorporated in the
way RUs are working, so this an issue on which the RUs can work
ECTS problems; at the moment there are too much ECTS problems in Europe that
prevent the deployment of equipment internationally and requires higher
investment costs to comply to different systems
In relation with the track slots a bonus malus system could be developed, more
efficient use for train paths should be developed

3) Track & Trace
•
•
•
•

Full transparency of the exact location of the wagon/container is needed with the
aid of amongst others of: GPS, RFID. Although some of the RUs and LSP’s provide
these services it should be developed in a broader sense.
Shippers should have access to this information (maybe this should be a 2-way
communication so that the shippers can communicate back to RUs).
Standards should be developed in the transport chain in cooperation with the
shipper – and transport companies, economies of scale should be attained.
An important item to be solved in this respect is the data governance, which data
can be exchanged and which data is commercial sensitive.
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4) Flexible capacity / Internationalization
•

•
•

A system of more flexible use of train paths is to be developed, in this sense RUs
should also be able to deal in the short term with the application of train paths. To
apply for a path 1 year in advance will be difficult especially in relation with the 3rd
track, so a system to be developed for 1 year in advance, 6 weeks in advance and
on spot, i.e. a more gradual system.
International cooperation of IM’s needs to be improved in order to attain the
previous point.
Consequently the charge legislation needs to be adapted, the system is too rigid
now, better price strategies need to be developed.

5) “Basisnet” as a Dutch system
• This requires an impact assessment, routing of dangerous goods is sensitive in the
Netherlands, in Germany a different system/regime is imminent, with the 3rd track
this could develop to unwanted situations.
6) International cooperation (in case of disruptions in Germany)
•

Notably in the case of dangerous goods, this is sensitive and should be addressed
beforehand in international perspective notably with Germany.
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Annex B
Overview of consulted stakeholders in separate meetings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ECT (European Container Terminal, Rotterdam)
EVO (Dutch branch organisation shippers, Zoetermeer)
EMO (Europrean dry bulk terminal, Rotterdam)
RSC (Rail Service Center, Rotterdam)
Hupac Intermodal (rail operator, Rotterdam)
Samskip Multimodal (multimodal operator, Rotterdam)
Alcotrans (multimodal operator, Rotterdam)
Hewlett-Packard (shipper, Amstelveen)
Contargo (multimodal operator, Duisburg)
DB Netze (German rail infrastructure manager, Frankfurt)
Captrain (railway undertaking, Dortmund)
EGS (Multimodal operator, Rotterdam)
SBS Cargo (Railway undertaking, Olten)
GB Railfreight ((Railway undertaking, London)
EuroPorte (Railway undertaking, Lille)
Viia Rail (Railway undertaking & Mulitmodal operator, Calais)
Hartmut Gasser (Mosolf Automotive Railway)
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Annex C
Measures programme 3rd track Emmerich – Oberhausen
(Source: ProRail)
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Measures Spoorgoederentafel
(Source: Spoorgoederentafel / LTSA)
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